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Might You Be Living At This Time To Save the World? 

Many people believe the end of the world as we know it is upon us. Others live in the 

fear of having all they have known come to an end. Some may choose to be deniers of 

what is becoming clearer to our own eyes with each passing day. 

Personally, I am filled with an overwhelming sense of optimism. It often takes a life or 

death challenge to wake people from their own stories and come together. Is it possible 

that our overheated environment and the threat of extinction is a gift for us in this time - 

this is a danger that is not localized and affects everything we know - could it possibly be 

creating a scenario for us where the only way we can survive is to all work together? 

(Or will we perish because we could not stop thinking as individuals?) 

Our opportunity is to awake into a new reality where as the Human Species we set aside 

differences and work together contributing in whatever way seems appropriate to each 

of us. My hope is that we will come up with actionable steps that give opportunities to 

everyone to join in and contribute to the solution. We must encourage people to be 

excited by the huge blessing this will be if we can really function together in service to 

the wellbeing of the planet (along with all living things). Can you imagine a world 

where people planet wide become focused on this healing mission regardless of race or 

religion or ethnic story? 

What ideas come to you? We can really contribute to this movement. As I drive around 

where I live I see many big areas that are covered with grass or weeds... this is not bad 

but what if we could get projects going all over the world where local schools and 

organizations got access to vacant lots and public areas to start community gardens? 

Growing food and sharing the harvests would be very unifying and satisfying to people. 

But mostly, what a great education for young people. These planted areas would all be 

part of the solution. These "carbon" farms will pull carbon out of the air and put it in the 

soil while cleaning our air and increasing the nutritional yield of the food that is grown. 

You can't have more of a win win scenario - everybody wins, no losers. That’s just one 

idea. Together our love and determination can do anything because we will channel the 

creative force of the Universe to transform our world. 

Watch this video for a bit more explanation and hopefully some 

inspiration to guide you to be the valiant warrior for the wellbeing 

of the planet you came here to be. There are endless possible 

futures. It is up to us to imagine and write the story of humanity 

coming together in this glorious quest to save the world - if nothing 

else, please do what you can to spread the word. Here’s the link to 

the video https://youtu.be/jAMbhbi5K6Q 

https://youtu.be/jAMbhbi5K6Q
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Please consider participating at https://www.positivibes.net/ - we hope 

you will add your thoughts to this circle of new friends... the intention 

is to promote ideas for positive transformation on any level we may 

be able to touch. 

                         Please visit The Regenerative Solution page for info  

Good luck! The future really is up to us… 

Sending you PositiVibes, John A. Brodie 

jbrodie@PositiVibes.com (please send a note to me with thoughts or questions)  

https://designerofreality.com/2021/09/14/an-important-story-for-you-and-for-all-of-us/ 
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